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Private investigator can strengthen your
case and save you money;  BSI Private
investigators are licensed insured and
bonded.

ORANGE, CALIFORNIA (CA), UNITED
STATES, January 5, 2016
/EINPresswire.com/ -- Blue Systems
International (BSI) is announcing a free
consultation program for all clients.  BSI
is a team of former state and federal law
enforcement investigators with combined
experience of over 100 years. The
private investigation agency is licensed,
insured and bonded.  BSI utilizes the
most advanced, sophisticated tools and
systems in order to provide our clients
with the legal support required to win
your case. 

Who should consult with a private
investigator ?  

Anyone who can’t call the police or the
law enforcement officer simply said that
they are unable to help or engage in the
matter.  Police officers are not trained to
respond or address civil matters.  As a
matter of fact some criminal matters like
white collar fraud are not pursued by the
police due to the  lack of evidence and
time consumption.  The legal system is
like a sword that cuts both ways; it
protects from false imprisonment, however, in the process it can let a criminal slide.  

Private investigators legal support

100% CONFIDENTIAL
GUARANTEED, BSI is a
team of former state and
federal law enforcement
investigators with combined

Every attorney and lawyer need evidence in order to prove
their case in a court of law.  You can save thousands of
dollars and stress by hiring (BSI) private investigators who
have the experience to find the evidence and testify in a court
of law.  In any type of investigation, time is of the essence and
without the evidence, you are gambling the outcome of your
case. 

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://www.nowpi.com
http://www.nowpi.com


experience of over 100 years;
licensed, insured and
bonded.

MJ PI

A large portion of us need to think the best of individuals and not see the world as a spot that is
brimming with deceptive nature, extortion and defilement. Tragically, there are circumstances that call
for master counsel and help when people and organizations are worried about such dangers.
Treachery, speculation tricks, false continues, fake organizations, wholesale fraud, sentiment tricks,
corporate undercover work, and a great many different dangers do exist, and customers depend on
private specialists to minimize the danger and accumulate clear proof. In today's reality, it's certainly
preferred to be protected over sad, and get the certainties.

Business personal investigation

A business, similar to a man, has a past and a society; And cooperates with numerous individuals
consistently. However what you see may not genuinely reflect what the business is about. Private
agents can inquire about and explore and convey proof that you're working with a legitimate element.

Child custody cases 

Parents who come back to court regarding kid custody and parenting time (also referred to as
“visitation”) face selections regarding parenting plans for his or her kids. This section offers you data
regarding parenting once separation or divorce. It helps you perceive what your kids could also be
probing and what they’ll have to be compelled to suits the changes in their lives. It conjointly offers
you data to create a parenting arrange for you, your children’s different parent, and your kids that’s
supported the most effective interest of your kids.  Child custody cases are based on the parent's
credibility and only undisputed evidence can prevail in a court of law. 

Unfaithfulness examinations (Adultery, cheating spouse) 

Not knowing whether your mate is having an unsanctioned romance is an agonizing and crushing
thing. Private agents help with these sad circumstances consistently. A P.I. can tactfully discover
certainties and data and reveal reality so you know regardless of whether your life partner is
blameworthy of unfaithfulness. There is no confirmation like photo and video proof from observation
footage on your accomplice.

Protection extortion claims (Fraud white collar crimes)

Protection extortion happens when a demonstration is submitted with the purpose to acquire an
advantage in which a man is not generally entitled. False protection cases are recorded with the
expectation to dupe a protection supplier and they cost billions of dollars every year. Protection
extortion claims range from extending reality to submitting purposeful harms or damage. Private
examiners can recognize reality. We photo those anguish from leg wounds playing b-ball, etc. Now
and again, agents might even photo a living individual, why should gathered be expired!

TSCM BUG SWEEPS

Today's most advanced devices are available on the internet and are easily purchased.   Your privacy
and piece of mind can be very easily compromised. 
Technical Surveillance counter measure also know as “TSCM” is one of the most important service a
private investigator can offer their client.  Can you imagine if the enemy is able to listen, watch and
know your every move?  Now a days anyone can buy a spy bug and start stalking you without any
detection no whats ever.  An experienced Technical Surveillance counter measure investigator can
immediately locate all spy bugs, spy devices and spy equipment.  Locating Neutralizing and disabling
the spy bugs, spy devices and spy equipment is a very technical counter measures procedure that is
performed with extreme caution.  Afterwards, another important task that TSCM investigator performs



is securing the spy bugs, spy devices and spy equipment for evidence in order to file a police report
and for court proceedings.  We will find and locate spy bugs, spy devices and spy equipment, even if a
court order was effective and you are under any type of surveillance.

Private investigator services include:

Private investigator case management
BACKGROUND CHECKS
BUSINESS INVESTIGATIONS
CHILD ABUSE INVESTIGATION
CHILD CUSTODY
CHILD SUPPORT ENFORCEMENT
CLEAR A CRIMINAL RECORD
CRIME SCENE INVESTIGATION
CRIMINAL DEFENSE INVESTIGATION
DATA INVESTIGATIONS
DEVELOPING EVIDENCE
DOWNEY PRIVATE INVESTIGATORS
DUE DILIGENCE
FINANCIAL FRAUD
FORENSIC INVESTIGATIONS
FRAUD INVESTIGATION
INFIDELITY
INTERNATIONAL INVESTIGATIONS
INTERNET FRAUD
JUDGMENT COLLECTION
K-9 DRUG DETECTION DOG
LOCATING AND INTERVIEWING WITNESSES
LOS ANGELES PRIVATE INVESTIGATOR
LOSS PREVENTION
MISSING PERSONS
PARALEGAL SERVICES
POLYGRAPH
PRIVATE INVESTIGATOR CASE MANAGEMENT
REPORT A CRIME
SERVICE OF PROCESS
STALKER
SURVEILLANCE
TSCM BUG SWEEP
USED CAR DEALER FRAUD
WORKER’S COMPENSATION INVESTIGATION

Blue Systems International (BSI) is available 7 days a week; visit our website at www.nowpi.com

Michael Joseph
Blue Systems International
714-592-8000
email us here
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